Beat Styles
Rock

Blues

Jazz

Pop

Metal

“A genius idea... the simple hands-free drum
machine guitar players have been waiting for.”
“Every single drum set sounds as good
as a hit record – they are realistic,
dimensional, and impactful.”

Funk

Latin

Punk

Reggae

Country

Hip-Hop

R&B

Techno

World

Beatbox

“a dream come true for one-man band
singer-songwriters.”

Brazilian

Marching

Motown

Oldies

Drum & Bass

“...we’ve never tested a product that is as
innovative as the BeatBuddy.”

Say hello to your
new drummer

Drum Sets
Standard

Rock

Metal

Jazz

Brushes

Latin

Hand

Electronic

Ethereal

Voice

Unlimited Additional Content
Create any song or drum set
with the included BeatBuddy
Manager software.
Download new content
from the ever-expanding
BeatBuddy Online Library.
Share your creations with
friends and discover great
user-generated content on
the BeatBuddy Forum.

The first drum machine with
the simplicity of a pedal
See tons more at
myBeatBuddy.com
  

A live beat, hands-free

Use Right Out Of The Box,
No Programming Necessary!

A Drum Machine That
Doesn't Sound Like A Machine

Visual Feedback
The BeatBuddy displays what’s going on with
the beat through an intuitive, color-coded design,
making it perfect for improving your rhythm or
learning new time signatures.

Includes 200 songs (that you control!) in a
wide variety of genres – and 10 different
drum sets those songs can be played on.
You’ll be sure to find your beat.

Visual Metronome (dark bar) displays where the beat is in the measure

All beats are non-quantized recordings of real
professional drummers for natural authenticity.
Up to 15 high quality samples per drum set component
across multiple dynamic layers.
Round Robin playback and advanced loop transition
algorithms create ultimate rhythmic realism.
The way drums should sound.

When song is playing:
Pause/unpause beat
When no song is playing:
Advance to next song in the folder

Screen color displays what song part is playing:

Beat
Stopped

Intro &
Outro

Main Song
Loop

Fill

Transition

Paused

Other Features
First tap: Start beat (with optional intro fill)
Tap once: Insert fill (different fill each time)
Hold down: Begin transition
Release: End transition & advance to next song part
Double tap: End song (with optional outro fill)
When no song is playing: Hold down to enter
tap tempo mode
Inserts accent hit
(can be any sound & different for each song part)
Optional customization: Dedicated tap tempo

Headphone Jack

MIDI Sync

¼” Stereo Input/Output

Mini USB

SD Card

Use with any
instrument!

